feature || trends
“This fashion designer has dipped into
fabrics and the results are gorgeous.
Particularly love the ‘ikat’ patterns that
came out this summer.” —ANDREA KERRISON

“I’m never more at peace than when I’m standing in a
grove of oak trees. Simple. Serene. Poetic.” —SHANE COEN

Who: Shane

Coen

What: Award-winning

landscape architect
Where: Coen + Partners in Minneapolis and
New York, coenpartners.com
Craigieburn Bypass
A highway project in Melbourne, Australia, that shows
us how cool our cities could look if more designers were
involved in creating them.

Epicurean Kitchen Series
Picked one of these up at Cooks of Crocus Hill and I use
it all the time. Made in the USA, lightweight, dishwasher
safe and made of eco-friendly wood fibers. $12 to $120,
cooksofcrocushill.com

The Power of Now by Eckhart Tolle
I listen to the CDs on my way to work. It puts me in the
right frame of mind to start the day. $28.76 for audio set,
barnesandnoble.com

Architecture of Michael Maltzan
Maltzan is an L.A. architect who deftly walks the line
between elegant minimalism and edgy form. So thrilled
to be working on a project with him.
Web site: mmaltzan.com

Migrant Series by Don Coen
My dad, contemporary artist Don Coen, has just
finished a new series on migrant workers and it’s
an amazing body of work. He’s in talks with various
museums right now. Web site: doncoen.com

Zents “Sun” Concreta
A fragrance balm made of beeswax, shea butter and
coconut oil. It’s so mild and versatile you can even put a
little in your hair. $34, zents.com

Boating on St. Croix
There’s a stretch of the St. Croix River that gets almost
no boat traffic and is surrounded by old-growth trees
and ospreys. It’s like taking a vacation five minutes from
our house.

Grove of Oak Trees
I’m never more at peace than when I’m standing in a
grove of oak trees. Simple. Serene. Poetic.
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Who: Andrea

Kerrison
What: Sophisticated interior designer
Where: LarsonKerrison Interior Design in
Mound, Minnesota, larsonkerrison.com
Fleurissimo by Creed
I’ve worn this fragrance for years and it’s a forever
classic — floral but also very fresh. $225 for 2.5 ounces,
neimanmarcus.com

Pinot from Native Point Vineyard
This boutique winery in Tasmania is owned by my nextdoor neighbors, who focus on low yields and superb
quality. The ’07 pinot is particularly yummy.
nativepoint.com

Welsh Terriers
They look so supplicated and adorably regal. My Welsh
terrier, Murphy [shown in center photo], is very loving
and very precocious!

Valspar’s Ripe Pomegranate
So vibrant and lively, this Hermes-esque color works
great as an accent for blue and white, brown, pink, green,
yellow — most anything. $34 per gallon, lowes.com

Cameron Collection by Holly Hunt
Each piece of furniture is artisan-made in the U.S. with a
thousand stitches for every seam. Stunning, high-quality
furniture to last a lifetime. hollyhunt.com

Oscar de la Renta for Lee Jofa
This fashion designer has dipped into fabrics and the
results are gorgeous. Particularly love the “ikat” patterns
that came out this summer. leejofa.com

Biographies
Life truly is better than fiction. I’ve read gobs of
biographies and haven’t found one I didn’t enjoy. Right
now I’m fascinated by William Shawcross’s official
biography of Queen Elizabeth, The Queen Mother. $29,
barnesandnoble.com
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